Insights into the structural stability of nuclear matrix ribonucleoprotein, LMG160: thermodynamic and spectroscopic analysis.
Low-mobility group nonhistone chromatin protein, LMG160, is a nuclear matrix ribonucleoprotein particle (RNP) which has a RNA molecule with approximately 300 bases. In this study, structural stability of the intact LMG160 (I-LMG160) was investigated at different ionic strength and in the absence of its RNA moiety (T-LMG160) employing spectroscopic and thermodynamic techniques. The UV absorption spectra showed hypochromicity and red shift under increasing ionic strength for both forms of LMG160 but in different extents. The fluorescence emission intensity was decreased as ionic strength was increased and the Stern-Volmer quenching constant (Ksv) for T-LMG160 was 3.7 times less than for I-LMG160. In the absence of sodium chloride, I-LMG160 exhibited a very stable structure against the temperature change compared to T-LMG160. The thermodynamic parameters showed that the positive values of ΔHm and ΔSm increased by increasing ionic strength in both forms of LMG160. Removal of the RNA moiety altered secondary structure: as T-LMG160 showed more helical content than I-LMG160. From the results, it is concluded that I-LMG160 is more sensitive to alteration of environment and the RNA has an important role in this RNP conformation. Also, interaction of both I- and T-LMG160 with sodium chloride is entropy driven and is usually accompanied by surface hydrophobicity.